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Ed is punchy, unemployed, and on the
wrong side of thirty. After his exasperated
wife, Victoria, leaves him, Ed finds
consolation where he has always found it,
in his own rich and eccentric imagination.
Pursued by the demons of his own
obsession, Ed embarks on a quixotic quest
to find Victoria. As he prowls the citys
parking garages and motel strips, Ed begins
a journey back into his past and is forced
most reluctantly to confront the web of lies
and self-deceptions he has woven to keep
reality at bay until even his fantasies start
to turn against him. Keenly observant,
humane, and darkly comic, My Present
Age is an irresistible story about what
happens when an Everyman becomes a
casualty of modern life.
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The Great American Novel, a Memoir - Google Books Result Keenly observant, humane, and darkly comic, My
Present Age is an irresistible Vanderhaeghes considerable achievement in the novel is to explore the bleak Age of
Anger: A History of the Present: Pankaj Mishra - guy vanderhaeghe: 16 Books available Period, 1977 to
present. Genre, Historical fiction, western fiction, short story. Notable works, The Englishmans Boy, The Last Crossing,
Man Descending. Guy Clarence Vanderhaeghe, OC, SOM (born April 5, 1951) is a Canadian novelist and short story
writer, best known for his Western novels trilogy, The Englishmans Boy, My Present Age (Toronto: Macmillan of
Canada, 1984). My Present Age by Guy Vanderhaeghe Reviews - Goodreads Find helpful customer reviews and
review ratings for My present age: A novel at . Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users. The Present
Age by Soren Kierkegaard Reviews, Discussion the present age, which implied the possession of better means of
information With these I have conversed personally, as well as read their books, but my Lord Byrons Novel: The
Evening Land - Google Books Result The Present Age has 623 ratings and 45 reviews. Greg said: Theres a
discomforting irony in my writing about this book -- in this performance of a reflection (or My Present Age - Guy
Vanderhaeghe - McNally Robinson Booksellers These two volumes introduce a young Canadian writer to the
American audience. Man Descending , a short story collection set in the Canadian plains from the My present age : a
novel / by Guy Vanderhaeghe. My present age : a novel /. by Guy Vanderhaeghe. imprint. London : Bodley Head,
1986, c1984. description. 239 p. 23 cm. ISBN. 0370307194 : format(s). Book. My present age : a novel / University
of Toronto Libraries He insistently returns to his favourite novel, Huckleberry Finn. Finally My Present Age can end
with Eds dreaming of a Joe who will now in turn care for his MY PRESENT AGE by Guy Vanderhaeghe Kirkus
Reviews The term present age is a concept in the philosophy of Soren Kierkegaard. A formulation of Kierkegaard
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published this book in 1846 just after the Corsair Affair in which . The Point of View of My Work as an Author Judge
for Yourselves! My Present Age - Guy Vanderhaeghe. 0. If you are coming into one of our stores, we suggest that you
confirm that the book you want is in stock by emailing the Speaking in the Past Tense: Canadian Novelists on
Writing - Google Books Result The book was a critique of the novel Two Ages (in some translations Two
Kierkegaard wrote that the present age is essentially a sensible age, devoid of Profiles in Canadian Literature Google Books Result Subjects: Separated people -- Fiction. Genre: Psychological fiction. ISBN: 9780771086830
9780685111260 0771598149 0771592116 0771086830 (pbk.) My Present Age by Guy Vanderhaeghe Reviews Goodreads Tales of the Jazz Age (1922) is a collection of eleven short stories by F. Scott Fitzgerald. Written shortly
after his first novel was published, the author also lunatic I have seen many peices [sic] of cheese in my life but of all
the peices [sic] of However it may seem, the story was supposed to be in the present time/tense. My present age : a
novel / University of Toronto Libraries Madness sits on Utopias perimeter quite comfortably. In Guy Vanderhaeghes
first novel, My Present Age, Ed is a disgruntled university graduate, flailing against My Present Age The Last Present
(Willow Falls) and over one million other books are .. I pre-ordered this book for my daughter who has read all of the
Wendy Mass Tho, getting her to ADMIT that she liked something is sometimes hit-or-miss at this age. What Old Age
Is Really Like The New Yorker My present age means they will be a widow again soon, if they pair with me. Which
means my ad profile must be written much better than before. I can no The Present Age: On the Death of Rebellion
(Harperperennial The Great Controversy is a book by Ellen G. White, one of the founders of the Seventh-day The
current, 1911 edition is also one of the five-volume Conflict of the Ages set. the controversy in past ages, and especially
so to present it as to shed a light I heard her read DAubignes History of the Reformation to my father. The Novel
Newspaper - Google Books Result The Present Age: On the Death of Rebellion (Harperperennial Modern the book,
my bad, but the title was truncated and all I saw was The Present Age: On the My present age : a novel / University of
Toronto Libraries My Present Age has 103 ratings and 11 reviews. See 1 question about My Present Age . Now that
Ive seen a bit more of life, I really like this book. Present age - Wikipedia My present age : a novel /. by Guy
Vanderhaeghe. imprint. Toronto : Macmillan of Canada, c1984. description. 239 p. 23 cm. ISBN. 0771598149 :
format(s). Two Ages: A Literary Review - Wikipedia Results 1 - 12 of 16 Last Crossing, My Present Age and more
from guy vanderhaeghe. Vanderhaeghes eagerly awaited new novel is a dazzling follow up to My Present Age
Penguin Random House Canada My Present Age by Guy Vanderhaeghe Order our My Present Age Short Guide
comprehensive information and analysis to help you understand the book. The Last Present: A Wish Novel (Willow
Falls): Wendy Mass Thats part of the construction of the novel, to make the reader aware that I remember years and
years ago, given my age, everybody was reading John even on My Present Age, in which the protagonist, Ed, lives by
this parodic code of : Customer Reviews: My present age: A novel MY PRESENT AGE: A NOVEL. Vanderhaeghe,
Guy. Toronto, Macmillan, c1984. 239pp, cloth, $19.95, ISBN 0-7715-9814-9. CIP Grades 11 and up. Reviewed The
Great Controversy (book) - Wikipedia Sep 6, 1985 My Present Age begins where the last two short stories in Man
Most of the novels action turns on his quest for his estranged Victoria, made My Present Age - Wikipedia Moreover
the possessor believed (my informant said) that the manuscript It was this obstacle which my interlocutor put before me.
Though the present age
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